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PREFACE

Preface

As equity derivatives markets grow in size and complexity, their importance in the
financial world increases. The growing interconnectedness of markets also makes
it increasingly necessary for many not directly involved with equity derivatives
to understand their fundamental characteristics. However, accessible and practical
educational material on the subject is difficult to find, especially material that seeks
to impart a broad understanding without explanations that involve complex mathematics
or impenetrable jargon. This guide is intended to be both accessible and practical
and we hope that it serves as a useful reference for participants in all financial markets.
The author wishes to thank James J O’Donnell for identifying the need for this
guide, and Joe Elminger, Leon Gross, Richard Burns, and Andrew Crane for their
helpful comments and suggestions.
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The equity derivatives market continues to grow, driven by both expanding trading
volumes in existing products and the development of innovative new products. While
many investors are already applying derivatives strategies to their investment process,
we feel many more could benefit from a better understanding of strategies that gain
synthetic exposure to equities, hedge against market declines and enhance income
by selling options, to take just a few examples.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

This guide is intended for those who wish to gain a basic understanding of equity
derivatives, especially anyone already involved with equity markets. Fund managers,
analysts, investors and professionals in other areas of finance should all be able to gain
something useful from this guide. This guide may also be useful to those with some
theoretical knowledge of derivatives who wish to gain a better understanding of some of
the practical applications of equity derivatives, particularly those commonly employed
by equity specialists.
We start with a discussion of forwards, futures and swaps, which are some of the most
widely-used derivatives products. Options are addressed next, starting with the basics,
and progressing to an explanation of option sensitivities and delta-hedging. The section on
option applications includes practical examples of covered call writing and put writing.
We include a section on hedging, one of the most important applications of derivatives,
and the guide concludes with an explanation of common means of gaining synthetic
exposure to equities. The summary of option strategies in the Appendix and the brief
explanations in the Glossary may be useful as an initial reference point.
Readers who wish to take their understanding further and learn about more complex
products and strategies will find a wealth of information in our more detailed equity
derivative manuals.
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FORWARDS & FUTURES

FORWARDS & FUTURES

A forward contract is an agreement between two counterparties where one agrees to
deliver a specified asset at a future date, and the other counterparty agrees to pay a price
agreed on in advance.
A futures contract is an exchange-traded agreement between a buyer and a seller
to buy or sell a specified asset at a specified time in the future at a price agreed at
initiation. The underlying asset can be a physical asset or an index that represents
the value of commodities, bonds, interest rates, currencies or equities.
Unlike forwards, futures are traded on an exchange, with a central clearing-house acting
as the counterparty to all transactions, which protects both parties in the transaction.
Trading futures requires margin to be posted, which again increases the protection to
both parties. The relationship between the price of the future or forward and the price
of the underlying depends on financing costs and dividends, and is explained in more
detail below.
The most liquid equity futures contracts are on indices, but single-stock futures are
becoming more common. Equity index futures are often cash-settled; this means that
instead of delivery of the physical stock, the contract specifies settlement through a cash
amount determined by the level of the underlying index at expiry.
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Futures: An Example

1. An investor instructs his or her broker to go long one FTSE September expiry future
on Liffe.
Agree
to buy

Exchange/
Clearing
house

Agree
to sell

When the transaction is executed another investor will have taken the opposite
position, but the counterparty for both investors is the clearing house.
2. Initial margin is due
Pay initial £
margin

Exchange/
Clearing
house

3. The futures contract is marked to market on a daily basis, and variation margin may
be due on losses, and a credit made on gains.
Variation £
margin

Exchange/
Clearing
house

4. The position can be closed out at any time, or alternatively the investor can let
the contract expire.

Settlement £

Exchange/
Clearing
house

If the investor lets the contract expire, the settlement terms of the contract must be
fulfilled; since most equity futures are cash-settled, this would typically involve paying
or receiving funds based on the official settlement price published by the exchange.
Bloomberg
Index Futures

You can view the current prices of stock index futures using the Bloomberg function
WEIF. More detail on the contract is available by selecting any of the index futures
displayed. Because index futures are usually more liquid than the underlying basket of
stocks they can sometimes react more quickly to news. The relationship between the
futures level and the index level is explained below. Note that futures market opening
and closing times can sometimes be different to those of the underlying cash market.
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Futures have standard expiry months (usually monthly or quarterly), and liquidity
tends to be greatest in the nearest expiry. As contracts expire, investors who wish to
maintain their exposure (either long or short) close out their near-expiry position and
open a position in a longer-dated expiry. This is known as ‘rolling’ the position; traders
actively quote on the trade, and the ‘spread’ market tends to be very liquid approaching
an expiry.
Contract Specifications

This is a short summary of the contract specifications
for futures on the FTSE-100 index, traded on Liffe.
Unit of trading:
Delivery Months:
Quotation
Minimum Price
Movement
Last Trading Day:
Trading Hours:

£10 per index point
March, June, September,December
(nearest four available for trading).
Index points
0.5 (£5)
Third Friday in delivery month
08:00 – 17:30

The margin feature means that futures can provide leverage and the value of positions
can far exceed the amount of capital required for margin.
Real Application
Reducing Cash Drag

Fund managers can face a situation where there is a delay receiving cash amounts
which are expected to be invested in the equity markets straight away. Since only
margin funds are necessary to use futures, they can be used to provide temporary
exposure to the index or indices which most closely match the fund benchmark.

The term 'futures basis' is frequently used and this commonly refers to the difference
between the price of the future and the price of the underlying security. A related term
is the 'fair basis'; this is the difference between an estimate of the theoretical value of
the future and the price of the underlying.
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Futures Contract Prices

To understand the relationship between the price of the future and the price of the
underlying asset, consider first the case of the forward contract. The price at which
a trader will agree a forward contract depends on the cost of hedging the obligation.
For example, suppose that a trader wishes to sell a certain stock forward, i.e. to sell
the stock at a future date, at a price agreed today. The hedge for this transaction would
be to buy the stock, using borrowed funds on which interest would be paid. Since the
trader owns the stock he or she may be entitled to dividends before the delivery date.
The price at which the trader is willing to sell the stock forward is therefore (approximately)
the cost of buying the stock, plus financing costs, minus any dividends expected to be
paid. The theoretical price of a future is very similar to the price of the forward contract,
and the small differences between the two are usually ignored in practice. Small differences
between the prices of forward and futures contracts can arise due to taxes, transaction
costs, the margining feature and changing interest rates.
Real Application
Cash and Carry Arbitrage

The prices of futures contracts can sometimes stray slightly from estimates of their
theoretical ‘fair’ value. When prices deviate sufficiently traders will buy or sell the
future and hedge using stock positions, to make relatively low-risk profits. Note
that investors may have differing estimates of the ‘fair’ value of the future since
they may have different dividend expectations, financing rates or may face differing
tax treatments of dividends.
Real Application
Strategic Asset Allocation

Futures can prove invaluable when implementing significant shifts in fund allocations
between asset classes or between countries. Implementing such shifts with the
underlying equity holdings can be cumbersome, and could involve costly delay.
Futures can be used in a more immediate overlay strategy, and exchanges for physicals
(EFPs, see Glossary) can be used to switch back into equities at a later stage.
The key features of futures are:

•
•
•
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Liquidity
Leverage
The ability to go short

EQUITY SWAPS

An equity swap is an agreement between two counterparties where one party receives
the return on an asset from the other party and makes a payment to the other party
based on a fixed or floating rate of interest. The return can be either the price return
or the total return (i.e. including dividends). Equity swaps can be combined so that
one party receives the return on one asset and pays the return on another asset.
An equity swap can be used to provide long or short exposure to a stock, a stock basket,
an index, or a basket of indices. One party receives the returns on the asset and the
other party receives financing payments and, typically, net payments are made at periodic
reset dates. Equity swaps are OTC contracts so terms can be tailored to suit the investor.
Equity Swaps: An Example

In this simplified example an investor believes that a German stock, XYZ, will fall in
value over the next six months, and implements a short position on the stock with a
six-month price return swap on a 51 million notional amount. The investor and the swap
counterparty agree to exchange payments quarterly, so there are two payments, or resets.
Let us assume that three-month Euribor is 2%, and the investor agrees to receive
Euribor – 50bps.
The stock trades at 510 at initiation, so with a 51million notional it is as if the investor
has exposure to 100,000 shares.

9

EQUITY SWAPS

1. End of First Quarter

The stock moves from 510 when the swap is initiated to 513 on the first reset date.

h300,000 = 100,000 shares x h3
h3,750 = h1 million x 1.5% / 4

Investor

Swap Counterparty

At the end of the first quarter the investor makes a net payment of 5296,250 to the
swap counterparty.
2. End of Second Quarter

Now the stock has moved from 513 to 59 on the second reset date.

h400,000 = 100,000 shares x h4
h4,875 = h1.3 million x 1.5% / 4

Investor

Swap Counterparty

The investor receives a net payment of 5404,875 in the second quarter. Note that the notional
on which financing is paid increased on the first reset with the rise in the stock price.
Currency Considerations

Equity swaps are frequently used to gain exposure to non-domestic stocks and indices.
Swaps can be structured to suit the investor’s required currency treatment using localstyle swaps, quanto-style swaps and ADR-style swaps.
Local-Style Swap

Here payments are made in the non-domestic currency, based on the non-domestic
reference interest rate. The investor is exposed to currency risk.
For example, a US investor enters into a long swap on a Dutch stock, the notional
is specified in euros, the investor will pay financing payments in euros and receive/pay
performance payments in euros.
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This is appropriate when the investor wishes to gain exposure to a non-domestic stock,
but does not want exposure to currency fluctuations. For example, a US investor enters
into a long swap on a Dutch stock and the swap is specified to be quanto-US$. Here the
notional is specified in US$, the financing payments are made in US$ with reference
to US$ Libor, and stock performance payments are received/paid in US$. The investor
does not face currency risk because the FX rate is fixed at the start.

EQUITY SWAPS

Quanto-Style Swap

ADR-Style Swap

This is appropriate where the investor wishes to gain exposure to a non-domestic stock,
exchange payments in a currency other than that of the non-domestic stock, and does
want exposure to currency fluctuations. For example, a US investor enters into a long
swap on a Dutch stock and the swap is specified to be ADR-US$. The notional is
specified in US$, financing payments are in US$ off a US$ Libor reference, and stock
performance payments are made in US$ but are affected by changes in the euro/US$ rate.
Key Features of Equity Swaps

•
•
•

Convenience
Leverage
Can be customized

Real Application
Access Trades

Equity swaps can be used to provide exposure to overseas equity markets, avoiding
the physical buying and selling of actual stocks. They can thus be used to simplify
the process of, and minimise the costs involved in, investing in these markets. Swaps
can minimise administration, avoid execution issues and can bring the additional
benefits of reduced tracking error and lower custody fees. They can also help with
currency exposure issues since they can be structured in ADR or quanto form.
For example, say an investor wishes to gain long exposure to a Korean stock for
a US$ denominated fund, but he or she does not want currency exposure and
wants to avoid having to hedge the currency risk. The investor enters into a oneyear quanto-US$ style long swap to receive the total return on the Korean stock,
paying the swap counterparty a spread over US$ Libor.
Note that there are many other ways of structuring access trades, for example, investors
who can only invest in listed instruments can use structures such as call warrants.
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EQUITY SWAPS

Real Application
Synthetic Borrow and Lending

Where investors are unable to borrow or lend stocks, they can sometimes use swaps
to borrow or lend the stock synthetically. For example, say a certain stock is difficult
to borrow, and investors are seeking to benefit from lending the stock out. If an
investor is unable to lend stocks, he or she can sell the stock and enter into a long
total return swap. The swap counterparty can lend the stock out and will be able
to pass on the benefit by charging a lower financing rate to the investor.
Sometimes the benefit from lending stock out can be significant, for example, a
stock may be expensive to borrow because it is involved in a merger or acquisition,
and if the investor cannot conveniently lend the stock out, they will forego the
opportunity to outperform without additional risk. Equity swaps can be
particularly useful when the stock concerned is a non-domestic one.
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This material may not be distributed outside of Citigroup except to those parties who have
received the current Options Clearing Corp Disclosure Document (Characteristics and Risks
of Standardized Options), which is available from Citigroup Global Markets, Options
Department, 390 Greenwich Street, New York, NY 10013.
In this section we cover options:
• What they are
• The factors that influence their price
• Important option relationships
• Common applications
• Option sensitivities, the ‘Greeks’
• Delta-hedging
Some of the more involved topics, such as the ‘Greeks’ and delta-hedging, should prove both
relevant and comprehensible even to readers new to derivatives.
Calls and Puts

We start with the definition of the two basic types of options, calls and puts.
A call option gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to buy or to take a long position
in an underlying instrument at a specific price (the exercise price), at or by an expiry date.
A put option gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to sell or to take a short position
in an underlying instrument at a specific price (the exercise price), at or by an expiry date.
Options can be European-style, where they can only be exercised at expiry, American-style,
where they can be exercised at any time up to expiry, or can have more elaborate exercise
schedules. The exercise price is often called the strike price and the two terms are used
interchangeably in this text.
Options trade on derivatives exchanges (the listed market) where the products are fairly
simple and standardized, and in the over-the-counter market (OTC), where the products
tend to be more exotic and customized.
An option is defined by specifying the underlying, whether it is a call or a put, the exercise
price, the expiry, and whether it is an American-style or European-style option. Note that
this defines a vanilla option, additional parameters would be required for an exotic option.
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The exercise price, or strike price, can be expressed as either an absolute level or as a
percentage of the price of the underlying. Market participants often refer to the current
level of the underlying as the spot level.
The expiry is also known as the term, tenor or maturity and can be expressed either as
a date or as a time period. Expiries corresponding to the standard quarterly or monthly
expiries on derivatives exchanges are the most frequently traded.
Options: An Example

An investor buys a three-month $10 strike European-style call option on 1000 shares
of XYZ stock, when the stock price is $10. The investor has the right, but not the
obligation, to buy 1000 shares of XYZ at $10 in three months. Because it is Europeanstyle, the option can only be exercised at expiry, although the investor can sell the option
at any time. If, at expiry, the stock price has risen to $12, the investor should exercise,
paying $10 for a stock worth $12, making $2 per share, excluding the original cost of
the option. If the stock price at expiry is below $10 then the investor should not exercise,
and will make a loss equal to the cost of the option.
This example is illustrated in the table below:
Long Call
Stock rises above strike

Stock falls below strike

You exercise the option to buy stock
Unlimited gain

You do not exercise
Loss limited to option premium

Representations of options strategies are often made using ‘position diagrams’ (usually
called ‘payoff diagrams’) which show the value of options positions, typically the value
at the expiry date. Below we show payoff diagrams for the four basic option strategies,
long call, long put, short call, and short put. Note that for these diagrams we have taken
the option premium into account, and assumed a strike price of 100, to show that the
breakeven point for each strategy is either above or below the strike price.
figure 1

Payoff At Expiry

Source: Citigroup

Strike Price

40

14

60

80
100
120
Underlying Price

140

160

• Risk: option premium
• Upside: unlimited
• Breakeven: strike + premium

Stock rises above strike

Stock falls below strike

You do not exercise
Loss is limited to option premium

You exercise option to sell stock
Maximum gain is the strike price - option premium

figure 2
Source: Citigroup
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Long Put

• Risk: option premium
• Upside: strike - premium
• Breakeven: strike - premium

Strike Price

40

60

80
100
120
Underlying Price

140

160

Short Call
Stock rises above strike

Stock falls below strike

Option exercised by holder
Potential loss is unlimited

Holder does not exercise option
Maximum gain is option premium

figure 3
Source: Citigroup

Payoff At Expiry

Strike Price

40

60

80
100
120
Underlying Price

140

• Risk: unlimited
• Upside: option premium
• Breakeven: strike + premium

160

15

Short Put
Stock falls below strike

Option exercised by holder
Maximum loss is strike price - premium received

figure 4
Source: Citigroup

Strike Price

Payoff At Expiry
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Stock rises above strike

Option not exercised by holder
Maximum gain is the option premium

40

60

80
100
120
Underlying Price

140

• Risk: strike - premium
• Upside: option premium
• Breakeven: strike - premium

160

These basic positions can be combined into an unlimited variety of strategies, for
example, a call spread is a combination of a long call and a short call with different
strike prices. More examples of these strategies can be found in the Appendix.
Real Application
Long/Short Trades

The idea of using options as a means to gain either long or short exposure (with
quite specific risk characteristics) should now be apparent. However, there are
circumstances in which an investor who is considering buying one asset and
selling another in a long/short strategy should consider using options instead.
For example, say an investor thinks that the price of oil is set to rise, and believes
that a stock in the oil sector will benefit, while a stock in the airlines sector will be
set back. To implement his or her view the investor can buy a call on the oil stock
and sell a call on the airline stock. In addition, if the volatility of the oil stock is less
than the volatility of the airline stock, the investor may receive more option
premium than he or she pays. So if the investor is proved wrong and at expiry
both stocks have fallen, the investor merely keeps the net credit.
If the investor is proved right, and the oil stock rises, then there is additional gain
from the long call. If, however, the airline stock rises, but the oil stock does not, then
any loss on the short call is partially offset by the initial option premium received.
Similar trades can be constructed with puts and with more complex options strategies.
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The growth of the options market was driven in part by the discovery of efficient ways
to determine their theoretical prices, and while an understanding of pricing theory
is not necessary for users of options, it is important for investors to understand how
options are affected by the variables that drive option prices. One reason for this is
that if the investor correctly forecasts one of the variables, for example the price of the
underlying, the option trade can still lose money because of a change in one of the
other variables.

OPTIONS

The Variables that Drive Option Prices

The price of an equity option depends on the following variables: the current (or ‘spot’)
price of the underlying, the exercise price, the expected volatility of the underlying,
the riskless interest rate, the time remaining to expiration and the dividends that are
expected to be paid. Note that the expected future price of the underlying is not
relevant for estimating the price of an option.

Price of underlying
Exercise price
Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Time to expiration
Expected dividends

Option
Pricing
Model

Theoretical
option price

In the section below we discuss each of the factors that drive vanilla call and put
option prices.
1. The Price of the Underlying

As the stock price rises, the value of the call increases, and the increase is greater
for higher stock prices.
As the stock price falls, the value of the put increases, and the increase is greater
for lower stock prices.
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figure 5
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Put and Call Values
Source: Citigroup
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Note that the charts in this section assume three-month options, a strike of 100, an
interest rate of 4%, a 2% dividend yield and volatility of 20%, unless otherwise stated.
2. The Exercise Price

A higher exercise price means a lower call option price, and a lower exercise price
means a higher call option price.
A lower exercise price means a lower put option price, and a higher exercise price
means a higher put option price.
3. The Risk-less Interest Rate

Call prices increase and put prices decrease as the interest rate increases, but the changes
in the option prices for changes in interest rates are relatively small.
4. Time To Expiration

Option prices change over time even if there is no change in any of the other variables.
For example, Figure 6 shows the value of a three-month European-style call as time
passes assuming other variables are unchanged. The prices of put options follow
a similar pattern.
The decrease in the value of calls and puts as time passes is known as time decay. For
at-the-money options, where the value of the underlying is close to the strike price, the
time decay increases as we approach expiration. For in-the-money and out-of-themoney options, where the underlying is not close to the strike price, the time decay
is more linear.
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figure 6

Call Value as Time Passes
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Real Application
Time Decay in Practice

What does increasing time decay towards expiration mean in practice?
If you sell options which are roughly at-the-money, and you believe that the stock
price may not move very far (which may be the reason for selling the options in
the first place), then you should prefer to sell shorter-dated options rather than
long-dated, since the ‘effective return’ from your correct view will be higher,
other things being equal.

5. Dividends

The price of a call decreases for a higher dividend, while the price of a put increases for
a higher dividend. Relevant dividends are those expected up to the expiry date. When
a stock goes ex-dividend the stock price should fall by the amount of the dividend,
in theory, so a call option is worth less for a higher dividend, and a put is worth more.
6. The Volatility of the Underlying

The discussion should probably start with a definition of volatility; volatility is a measure
of the variability of the price of an asset and is commonly measured as the annualized
standard deviation of daily returns on the asset.
Volatility is probably the most important of the six variables we have identified as
influencing simple options. This is because most options are sensitive to the value of
volatility and because traders can be reasonably sure about some variables, such as interest
rates and dividends, and they can easily hedge exposure to others (for example, the
price of the underlying), but the same cannot be said for volatility. In this respect the
options market becomes a market for volatility itself.
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Derivatives professionals will routinely discuss two distinct types of volatility; realized
(or historical) volatility and implied volatility.
• Realized volatility is a measure of the actual volatility of the asset in the past, using
historical prices.
• Implied volatility is the volatility of the asset implied by options trading in the
market; i.e. if we know the inputs to the option pricing model other than volatility,
we can back out the value of volatility which will make the theoretical price of the
option equal to the actual market price.
Bloomberg
Implied and Realized Volatility

Bloomberg has functions that show historical values of both implied and
realized volatility.
HVG: shows a graph of the realized (or historical) volatility of a given instrument
or index. You can specify the number of business days over which a particular value
of realized volatility is calculated. Eg SPX <Index> HVG
HVT: shows a table of realized volatilities and implied volatilities for a given
underlying. Eg SPX <Index> HVT
HIVG: shows a time-series graph of both implied and realized volatilities for
a given underlying over a period in the past. Eg SX5E <Index> HIVG
Note that the volatility that a trader uses to estimate the option price is the expected
volatility of the asset to the expiry date. When traders talk about volatility, unless it is
made clear otherwise, they are usually referring to implied volatility.
Figure 7 shows how option prices change as volatility changes.
figure 7

Call Prices versus Volatility
Source: Citigroup
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In liquid markets the trading price of options is readily observable, and the examples below
show how investors can see information for options trading in the listed market.

OPTIONS

Both call and put prices increase as the volatility increases, and the relationship is almost
linear for higher values of volatility. To understand this, consider that for a high-volatility
asset the probability of either a positive or negative return is higher, so for both puts
and calls the price should be higher.

Bloomberg
Options

There are many Bloomberg functions that can be used to observe prices and
implied volatilities for options trading in the listed market.
TRMS: this displays the value of at-the-money implied volatility at different
expiries; i.e. displays the volatility term structure. Example UKX <Index> TRMS
OMON: shows the prices and volumes of put and call options, showing all the
listed strikes and expiries for a particular underlying.
Example: UKXE <Index> OMON
CALL: shows prices, implied vols, and values of the greeks for call options.
Example: SX5E <Index> CALL
PUT: shows prices, implied vols, and values of the greeks for put options on a
particular underlying. Example: SX5E <Index> PUT
SKEW: for a given underlying this shows a graph (or a table) of the current values
of implied volatility for options with different strikes for the expiry shown. You can
also view prices and values of the greeks with this function. E.g. SX5E <Index> SKEW

Real Application
Reducing ‘Cash Drag’

In an earlier example, futures provided one solution for a fund manager faced with
a situation where there is a delay in receiving cash amounts expected to be invested
in the equity markets straight away. If the cash amounts are uncertain, however,
the fund manager can buy call options instead. If the anticipated cash-inflow does
not materialize, the most that is lost is the option premium. If the cash inflow does
materialize, and the index has risen, then the fund manager can exercise the option
to benefit from the rise in the market.
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This table summarises the changes in option prices for increases in the inputs to
the option-pricing model. For decreases in the inputs, the signs should be reversed.
Increase

Call

Put

Price of Underlying

+

-

Strike

-

+

Volatility

+

+

Interest Rate

+

-

Time to Expiration

+

+

Dividends

-

+

Important Relationships

In this section we consider some important options relationships
• The relationship between put and call options, termed put-call parity, is one of the
basic properties of options prices.
• The terms ‘intrinsic value’ and ‘time value’ are frequently discussed in practice and
are explained below.
• The distinction between American-style and European-style options is critical in
many practical options applications.
Put/Call Parity

The prices of European-style puts and calls on non-dividend-paying stocks are related
to each other with the expression:
S + P = PV(K) + C
where S is the stock price, P is the put price, PV(K) is the present value of the exercise
price, and C is the call price.
The relationship can be understood by considering two portfolios; the first is the stock
and a put option, and the second is the call and cash equal to the present value of the
exercise price. Both portfolios are worth the same at expiry (the greater of the stock
price and the strike price), and so they must be worth the same before expiry.
Figures 8 and 9 graphically illustrate put-call parity; notice that the combined stock
and put payoff at expiry is identical to the payoff of the cash and call strategy.
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figure 9
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figure 8

150

Underlying Price

Time Value and Intrinsic Value

The intrinsic value of an option is the greater of zero and the value it would have if
it were exercised immediately. The value of an option can be greater than the intrinsic
value, and the value in excess of the intrinsic value is called the time value. Time value
is the proportion of the value of the option that is due to the fact that it has some time
remaining to expiry. The total value of the option is the sum of the intrinsic value and
the time value, as illustrated in Figure 10.
figure 10

Time Value & Intrinsic Value
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Intrinsic Value
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Underlying Price %

If the holder of an option were to receive a positive cash-flow upon immediate exercise,
the option is termed an ‘in-the-money’ option. Similarly, an ‘out-of-the-money’ option
is one which would lead to a negative cash-flow to the holder if the option were to be
exercised immediately.
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American and European Options and Early Exercise

The holder of an American-style option can exercise the option before the expiry date,
but it may not always be optimal for the holder to do so. We consider first the case of
a stock which does not pay dividends. An American-style call gives the holder the right
to exercise the option early, so its value should be at least that of a European-style call,
and potentially greater. An American-style call which is in-the-money can be exercised
immediately and would be worth spot price – strike price, but if the option is sold, it is
worth spot price – strike price + time value. So an American call should not be exercised
early, since it is more profitable to sell it, and there is no value to the early exercise feature.
Next we consider the case of a stock which does pay dividends. For an American-style call
on a dividend-paying stock it may be optimal to exercise early immediately prior to the
ex-dividend date. This is because once the stock goes ex-dividend the stock price is reduced
by the dividend, making the call option less attractive.
It can sometimes be optimal to exercise an American-style put on a non-dividend paying
stock early, and so the early-exercise feature can have value. For example, consider an
at-the-money American put on a stock which is trading at 5100. If the stock falls close
to zero, the put approaches its maximum value, there is no benefit in waiting to exercise,
and proceeds from the early exercise can earn interest.
The table below summarises these relationships.
American-style Option
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Stock Pays Dividends

Possible Early Exercise

Call

No

No

Call

Yes

Yes

Put

No

Yes

Put

Yes

Yes

The ‘Greeks’ are a set of sensitivities of option characteristics to various parameters.
Option traders have to be familiar with these sensitivities to be able to hedge their
books correctly, but these terms are now so commonly discussed that even nonderivatives specialists will benefit from some familiarity with them.
Delta

OPTIONS

Option Sensitivities

The delta is the rate of change in the option price with respect to the price of the
underlying. When the stock price changes by a small amount the option price changes
by the delta multiplied by that amount. For example, if the delta of an option is -0.5,
then if the stock price increases by 51, the option price decreases by 50.5.
Figures 11 and 12 show how the delta of calls and puts changes with changes in the
underlying. The charts assume a three-month option with a strike price of 100, an
interest rate of 4%, a dividend yield of 2%, and volatility of 20%.
figure 11

figure 12
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The delta of a call is always positive; this is
another way of saying that the call increases
in value when the underlying rises.
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The delta of a put is always negative; this is
another way of saying that the put decreases in
value when the underlying rises.

Delta can be loosely interpreted as an approximate measure of the probability that an
option will expire in-the-money. If the option is deep in-the-money, and therefore has a
high probability of paying off, the absolute value of the delta will be close to one. If the
option is deep out-of-the-money and has a low probability of paying off, the delta will
be close to zero. If the option is close to at-the-money and has a roughly even chance of
paying off or not paying off, then the delta will be close to 0.5.
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Gamma

The gamma of an option is the change in the value of the delta of the option for a
small change in the price of the underlying. For example, if the gamma of an option
is 0.1, then the option delta increases by 0.1 delta units when the stock price increases
by 51. For a long option position the gamma is always positive and is the same for
a call and a put, other things being equal.
Investors implementing option strategies with some delta, i.e. those with a directional
component, should in theory prefer being long gamma since this means enhanced
profits when the investor is right about the move in the underlying, and reduced losses
when the investor is wrong about the move in the underlying.
Vega

The vega of an option is the change in the value of the option for a small change in
the value of the implied volatility of the underlying. Vega is usually defined as the
change in the price of an option for a one point change in the implied volatility of the
underlying. For example, if the vega of an option is 0.15, and the implied volatility
increases from, say, 24% to 25%, then the price of the option priced in euros increases
by approximately 50.15.
Options which are around at-the-money have the largest vega, and vega generally increases
with implied volatility, and with time to expiration, other things being equal.
figure 14

figure 13
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Theta

Theta measures the sensitivity of an option price to the time remaining to the expiry
of the option. Theta is defined as the change in the price of an option for a one-day
passage of time. Long options positions tend to lose value as time passes, so for these
the theta is generally negative.
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Bloomberg
You can see the ‘Greeks’ for a particular option using the Bloomberg option valuation function
OV. For a given underlying you can change the option specification, and the various inputs
to the option pricing model (and the pricing model itself ). The function displays the option
price as well as the ‘Greeks’ for the inputs chosen. Eg UKX <Index> OV
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The Greeks

figure 15
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Figure 15 shows the theta for puts and calls as the price of the underlying changes.
Rho

Rho is a measure of the sensitivity of an option price to the risk-free interest rate. Rho is
defined as the change in the price of the option for a 1% absolute change in the interest
rate. Eg if rho is –0.25, then the option price decreases by 50.25 when the interest rate
increases from, say, 4% to 5%.
A Summary of the Greeks

Asset

Delta

Gamma

Vega

Theta

Long Stock

+

Short Stock

-

Long Call

+

+

+

-

Short Call

-

-

-

+

Long Put

-

+

+

-

Short Put

+

-

-

+

Source: Citigroup
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Delta-Hedging

Delta-hedging is the term given to the procedure of ensuring that an options position
has little or no exposure to the price movement of the underlying, usually by combining
the options position with a position in the underlying itself. This can be a static hedge,
where the delta does not change and the size of the position in the underlying is
constant, or, more commonly, it is a dynamic hedge, i.e. the position in the underlying
needs to be adjusted periodically to keep the overall position delta neutral.
Investors may need to delta-hedge, for example, to benefit from buying or selling options
perceived to be mispriced with respect to volatility, or to take a view on the realized
volatility of an underlying, or if they seek to benefit from changes in implied volatility.
Consider a three-month at-the-money put on a stock with current price of 5100, and an
implied volatility of 27%. (We have assumed that the interest rate is 3% and that the
stock does not pay dividends). The price of the put is around 55, and it has a delta of
–0.45. This means that if the stock price rises to 5101, then the put price falls to around
54.55, and if the stock price falls to 599, then the put price rises to around 55.45.
To delta-hedge a trader would combine the put with a long position in 0.45 shares of
the stock. A rise in the stock price then offsets a fall in the put price, and a fall in the
stock price offsets a rise in the put price.
The initial gamma on the put would be around 0.03, which means that if the stock
price rises to 5101, the delta changes from –0.45 to –0.42. The number of shares for
a delta-neutral position changes to 0.42. If the stock price falls to 599, then the number
of shares for a delta-neutral position changes to 0.48. Thus, the trader sells shares when
the stock rises and buys shares when the stock price falls, and by doing this periodically,
eg daily, the trader can make profits to offset the initial cost of the option.
figure 16
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Real Application

Notice that for a long gamma position, as the stock price rises, the trader sells
shares, and as the stock price falls, the trader buys shares. The trader thus increases
his or her profits if the stock both rises and falls often, with large moves for each.
The example illustrates how delta-hedging can give the trader exposure to the
realized volatility of the stock.

OPTIONS

Exposure to Realized Volatility

The opposite would be the case for a short-gamma position; the trader prefers the
stock to have low realized volatility.
Real Application
Effect on Realized Volatility

Notice that for a long gamma position, the effect of delta-hedging could be to reduce
the realized volatility of the stock (if the delta-hedging activity is large compared to
the typical trading volume on the stock).
Similarly for a short gamma position the effect of delta-hedging could be to increase
the realized volatility of the stock.
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OPTION APPLICATIONS

Basic Option Applications

Options are uniquely suited to modifying or customizing both the return and risk
characteristics of equities in an actively-managed portfolio. The number of applications
of options is unlimited, so it is not possible to be exhaustive in describing them, but
here are a few basic examples:
• buying calls in an attempt to participate in the upside of a stock or index, while
limiting exposure to the downside;
• buying puts for protection against a fall in a stock or index (see the section on
hedging); and
• selling call or put options to help enhance returns.
Two of the most commonly-employed strategies are overwriting and selling covered
puts (also called 'underwriting'). Overwriting is the strategy of selling a call on a stock
with the expectation that the underlying stock or index will not rise substantially.
Selling covered puts, or underwriting, is the strategy of selling puts on the expectation
that the underlying stock or index will not fall substantially.
These strategies are described in more detail below, together with examples of situations
where each strategy may be appropriate.
Overwriting: Selling Covered Calls

Overwriting is the term given to the strategy where an investor is long the underlying
(for example, a stock or an index) and sells a call option on the underlying. The
investor receives premium for selling the call, but if the underlying rises above the
strike price then the option will be exercised, and the investor may have to deliver the
underlying in return for the exercise price. The investor expects the option to expire
worthless, or to be able to repurchase the option at a profit, but risks having to deliver
the underlying, or having to repurchase the option at a loss.
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Overwriting

Value at Expiry

Stock + Short Call
Stock

Source: Citigroup
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figure 17

Underlying Price

Here are some examples of the use of this strategy.
1. An investor is comfortable holding a stock as a long-term investment, but does not think
the stock will rise in the short term because the stock is close to an analyst’s price target.
The investor can benefit from his or her view by selling short-dated (perhaps out-of-themoney) calls on the stock, and the benefit will be greater the higher the implied volatility
of the stock. The investor risks missing out on profits from large rises in the stock.
2. A high-income fund prefers to hold stocks that pay a high dividend yield. If the
price of a certain stock rises and the dividend yield falls, then the fund may look to
sell the stock. The fund can sell calls on the stock, benefit from the option premium,
and if the stock falls they may be happy to continue holding the stock. If the stock
rises, the option is exercised, but the fund is happy to deliver the stock.
3. An investor owns a stock, believes that its price will rise and plans to sell the stock
at a certain target price. The investor can sell an out-of-the-money call on the stock
struck at the target price to benefit from the option premium and is happy to deliver
the stock if it rises to the target price.
Real Application
Hedging Concentrated Stock Positions

Selling a covered call can also be considered a hedging strategy, because the
premium received provides some compensation in the event that the underlying
falls or sees modest rises. Take the example of an investor with a large holding in a
single stock who would like to reduce the exposure but is unable to sell the stock
because selling would involve other economic consequences. By selling a call on the
stock, the investor is able to extract value from the position and is in effect
compensated for giving up future upside. An OTC call option can be cash-settled
to avoid a sale of the underlying stock. The section on Hedging outlines other
techniques for dealing with concentrated stock positions.
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The examples above assumed that the investor already owned the underlying stock
when the call option was sold. When an investor buys the stock and at the same time
sells a call option, this is termed a ‘buy-write’.
Real Application

OPTION APPLICATIONS

Buy-Write Strategy

When to Sell Options

Many investors combine their directional view on the stock with a volatility view
by selling options only when implied volatility is high in absolute terms, or high
compared with implied volatility in the past. By doing this they may be able to
obtain an option premium that is high in absolute terms. But investors can also
look at a third variable, historical realized volatility. This is on the basis that the
same option premium on a stock which has experienced low realized volatility in
the past should be more attractive than on a stock which has experienced high
realized volatility in the past. We have models which generate over- and underwriting
candidates, and this information is readily available to investors.
Underwriting: Selling Covered Puts

This strategy involves a short position in put options with a long position in cash.
The investor receives premium for selling the put, but if the underlying falls below the
strike price, then the option will be exercised, and the investor has to pay the exercise
price to receive the underlying. The investor expects the option to expire worthless,
or to be able to repurchase the option at a profit, but risks having to take delivery
of the underlying, or having to repurchase the option at a loss.
figure 18
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Here are some examples of the use of this strategy.
1. An investor believes that a stock is cheap at a target lower than the current stock price,
and is happy to buy it at that price, but not above. He or she can sell a put option
on the stock struck at the target price. The investor keeps the option premium, and
if the stock falls, the investor pays the strike price to receive the stock. The key risk
with this strategy is that the stock falls well below the strike price; the investor would
then be obliged to buy the stock at a price higher than the prevailing market level.
2. An investor believes that a certain stock has become a takeover target, and that
therefore there is little likelihood of the stock price falling. If the investor is unsure
as to when an acquirer will make a bid, he or she can sell put options on the stock
to benefit from the option premium. If the investor is proved wrong, however, then
the stock may fall below the strike price, and the investor could face losses as a result.
3. An investor believes that if a stock price falls further, then it will be trading below
the value of its assets. He or she therefore believes that the stock is unlikely to fall
further, but is happy to own the stock if it does fall. The investor can sell puts and
benefit from this view, risking losses if the stock falls below the option strike.

HEDGING

Derivatives can be used to reduce risk as well as to enhance returns, and, indeed, hedging
is one of the most widely used applications of derivatives. Some hedging strategies, such
as futures, serve to reduce or eliminate exposure to the underlying instrument altogether,
and these are an alternative to selling the underlying where selling is not possible.
Other strategies, such as long puts, reduce or eliminate exposure only to the downside
in the underlying. The specific hedging requirements of the investor will lead to the
best strategy to use in any particular circumstance. There are many variations of the
basic long put strategy, often coming from a desire to reduce the cost of hedging, and
the most frequently encountered are described below, alongside the basic strategies.
Futures

One of the most straightforward and widely used methods of hedging equity portfolios
is with stock index futures. Long equity investors hedging with futures make use of the
key features of futures: leverage, liquidity, and the ability to go short.
As an example of a hedge with futures, consider a manager of a £10 million fund
benchmarked to the FTSE-100. The manager fears that the market will fall in the near
term and so sells FTSE-100 futures contracts. If the index level is 4000 and the futures
multiplier is £10 then each future is worth around £40,000, so 250 futures are sold
(we have assumed that the fund is normally highly correlated to the index).
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Bloomberg
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Futures Contracts

Investors can find information on futures with the Bloomberg function CTM.
This will display a menu of different kinds of futures, commodity futures, equity
futures, etc. This is useful for finding out which futures are available, and, by
selecting an individual contract, investors can view, for example, price, contract
and liquidity information.

Equity Swaps and CFDs

With hedges implemented with equity swaps, as with those implemented with futures,
both the upside and the downside exposure to the underlying is reduced. An advantage of
equity swaps is that while futures contracts are predominantly on indices, the underlying
for equity swaps can be indices, a basket of indices, a stock basket or individual stocks.
The flexibility of equity swaps means that investors can set parameters, such as the maturity,
to suit their hedging needs. Another advantage of equity swaps over futures is that with
equity swaps the investor does not bear the risk involved in rolling futures positions as
the contracts expire. (See the discussion of basis-risk under Futures in the Risks of
Using Derivatives section).
To hedge using an equity swap, the investor would gain short exposure to the relevant
underlying through a price-return or total-return swap; the investor would receive financing
payments, receive any negative returns and pay any positive returns. CFDs (or contracts
for difference, see Glossary) can be used in a similar way to equity swaps and futures.
Puts

One of the simplest hedging strategies is to buy put options. A put option gives the
holder the right to sell the underlying at the exercise price, on or before the expiration
date. Unlike a future a put option provides protection for a decline in the underlying,
but still allows for upside exposure.
Figure 19 shows the payoff at expiry for a put option, while Figure 20 shows the payoff
for a long put position combined with the underlying stock. The stock combined with
the put is equivalent to the payoff for a call option. Note that the premium paid for
the option is not included in figures 19 and 20.
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figure 20

Put Payoff at Expiry
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The Cost of Put Protection

The tables below show approximate prices of American-style puts for different times to
expiry and implied volatilities. The figures assume that the interest rate is 3% and that
there are no dividends.
Percentage Prices of At-The-Money Strike Puts

Expiry: Months
Vol %

1

3

6

9

12

20

2.2

3.7

5

6

6.7

30

3.3

5.6

7.8

9.3

10.6

40

4.5

7.6

10.5

12.7

14.5

50

5.6

9.6

13.3

16.1

18.3

60

6.8

11.6

16.1

19.4

22.1
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Percentage Prices of 90% Strike Puts
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Expiry: Months
Vol %

1

3

6

9

12

20

0.1

0.6

1.5

2.2

2.9

30

0.4

1.9

3.6

5

6.1

40

1

3.4

5.9

7.9

9.5

50

1.8

5

8.4

10.9

13

60

2.7

6.8

10.9

14

16.5

Selling Calls

In this strategy the hedger sells a call option on the underlying and receives some
option premium. If the underlying rises beyond the strike, the hedger must deliver
the underlying to receive the exercise price. This is the same strategy as described under
the section on 'overwriting' above, but it is seen as a hedge because the strategy always
outperforms the underlying if the underlying falls. (It also outperforms if the
underlying is unchanged, or sees only modest rises.)
figure 21

Selling Calls as a Hedge

Net Payoff at Expiry

Source: Citigroup

Stock + Short Call
Stock

Underlying price

Put Spreads

A put spread, where the hedger buys a put and sells a put with a lower strike, provides
protection against a partial fall in the underlying at expiry. In addition the investor
can benefit from the fact that lower strike options can trade at higher volatilities than
higher strike puts, especially for indices. (See Skew in the Glossary). Figure 22 shows
the payoff at expiry for a put spread with at-the-money and 80% strikes, while Figure
23 shows how the payoff combines with the stock position. Note that the option
premium is not reflected in figures 22 and 23.
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figure 23

Put Spread Payoff at Expiry
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Collars

Another way to make hedging cheaper is to finance, or partially finance, the purchase
of a put option by selling an out-of-the-money call option. The strategy, illustrated in
Figure 24, can be seen as a way to trade off potential upside for downside protection.
Under certain conditions it is possible to set up the hedge with no initial cost, so that
the cost of the put is offset by the premium received for the call. This is often termed
a ‘costless’ collar, or a ‘zero-cost’ collar.
figure 24

Collar Payoff at Expiry
Source: Citigroup
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More Exotic Hedging Strategies
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Paylater Puts

A paylater is a put option that is paid for only if the underlying reaches pre-specified
barrier levels, and a typical example is where the option is paid for only if the market
declines. It is best understood by breaking it down into its components. It is essentially
long an ordinary put and short several digital put options. The digital (or binary)
options require the seller to pay a fixed amount if the underlying falls to a specified
level at any time before expiry, but nothing otherwise. The hedger receives premium for
selling these options, and the sum of these premiums is made equal to the cost of the
long put. If the underlying does not decline then the investor has paid nothing for the
protection. However, if the underlying does decline, and then rises above the long put
strike, the investor could pay all the fixed payments of the digitals, paying more in total
than the cost of a conventional put.
Knock-In and Knock-Out Puts

A knock-in put is a put option that becomes activated as soon as the underlying reaches
a specified barrier level. The barrier level can be set either above or below the price of
the underlying. For example, a hedger might buy an at-the-money put on the FTSE100 index, which knocks in when the index rises 10% from its initial level. Because
there is a chance that the option never gets activated the knock-in put is cheaper than
an ordinary put.
A knock-out put is a put option that becomes inactive if the underlying reaches a
specified barrier level. The barrier level can be set either above or below the price
of the underlying. For example, a hedger might buy an at-the-money put on the FTSE100 index, which knocks out if the index rises 5% from its initial level. Because there
is a chance that the option will become inactive, the knock-out put is cheaper than an
ordinary put.
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SYNTHETIC EQUITY EXPOSURE

Exchange Traded Funds

The first Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) began trading in the US in 1993, and since
then they have experienced a huge growth in popularity, particularly with institutional
investors. Sometimes described as, ‘funds that trade like stocks’, ETFs are designed as
a low-cost way of providing the price and yield performance of an index or basket of
securities by holding a pool of the underlying securities. ETFs based on bonds and other
securities do exist but those that are based on equity indices are the most common.
Holders of ETFs shares are entitled to the price performance of the underlying securities
and to the yield; any dividends can either be distributed or retained within the fund.
ETFs are actively traded and because they trade like shares, investors can place limit orders,
implement stop losses, it can be possible to sell ETFs short1, and their settlement is the
same as that for shares.
ETFs are a hybrid of open-ended funds, closed-ended funds and common stocks.
Unlike mutual funds where units are bought and sold from the fund itself, and often
at a single daily price, ETFs are traded on an exchange throughout the day. Like closedended funds they are listed and trade like regular stocks, but they differ from closed-ended
funds in that there is a mechanism which allows ETFs to be converted to or from the
underlying assets, which means that the ETF price cannot stray too far from the net
asset value (NAV) of the fund.
ETF Operation

ETF shares represent actual underlying assets, for example, equity shares, and these assets
are held by an ETF management company. The ETF management company creates
ETF shares by exchanging large blocks of ETF shares, called ETF units, for the actual
underlying assets, and the counterparty to the exchange is a designated market-maker,
typically a broker/dealer or institution. The market maker can break the unit up and
trade ETF shares on an exchange. Investors can then trade ETF shares on the exchange,
as they would any share, through their broker.
1 In

the US, even on a downtick
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The process can operate in reverse in order to redeem ETF units. For example, a market
maker can buy ETF shares on an exchange in sufficient quantity to represent entire
ETF units, and then exchange the ETF units with the ETF management company for
the underlying shares.
It is this mechanism that ensures that the price of the ETF share does not stray too far
from the NAV of the underlying fund. For example, if the price of an ETF were to fall
significantly below the fund NAV, then a market maker could buy enough ETF shares
to create one or more units, redeem them for the underlying shares, and then sell the
shares, to make relatively low-risk profits. Similarly if the price of the ETF share were
to rise significantly above the NAV, then an investor could buy the underlying assets,
exchange these for ETF units, and sell the ETFs shares.

ETF Manager
Stock & Cash

ETF Unit
Market Maker

ETF Shares
Exchange
ETF Shares
Investors

Liquidity

This mechanism also means that the liquidity of the ETF is closely related to the
liquidity of the underlying assets; market makers providing liquidity in the ETFs are
able to hedge using the underlying assets.
ETF Costs

ETFs are a relatively low-cost means of achieving equity exposure. Some of the major
costs involved in ETF investment are management fees (which are typically taken out
of the net investment income), bid-ask spreads, and commissions. Since ETFs typically
track an index, and the ETF manager faces reduced administrative costs, for example,
by not having to keep track of ETF shareholders, ETF managers’ costs are minimized,
and this is reflected in lower management fees.
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While the primary use for ETFs is as a cost-effective and convenient way to
purchase an entire index, avoiding having to implement rebalances, there are many
other potential uses. Some examples are:
• implementing tactical asset allocations and making short-term portfolio adjustments
• assisting in cash management and in reducing cash drag
• gaining access to non-domestic markets: the ETF can be listed domestically, but
the ETF can track a non-domestic market
• implementing long/short strategies involving sector, country or region indices
• hedging

SYNTHETIC EQUITY EXPOSURE

Real Application
ETFs

Options on ETFs

Liquid listed options do exist on several ETFs, these provide a valuable alternative to
options on the underlying indices, and in some cases the options on the ETFs are
actually the more liquid contracts.
Structured Products

A range of derivative products has been developed to allow participation in the
performance of an underlying equity instrument where there are obstacles to investing
in the underlying directly, or where investing directly would be inconvenient. Examples
are equity-linked notes, low-exercise price options (LEPOs), zero-strike call warrants
and certificates. These generally fall under the category of structured products and
are common ways to provide synthetic exposure to stocks, stock baskets or indices.
When these are intended to provide exposure closely matching the performance of the
underlying securities, they make up a class of products (together with futures, forwards,
swaps and CFDs) known as ‘delta-one products’.
Equity-linked notes are bond-like products where coupon or redemption payments are
determined by the performance of an equity security. Often these combine a zerocoupon bond and an equity option. Rather than providing synthetic equity exposure,
they are more typically used to provide risk/return characteristics unavailable through
regular equity markets. An example is a 100% capital-protected note linked to the
performance of a basket of indices. However, notes can be structured simply to provide,
for example, the total return on a stock at redemption.
Low-Exercise Price Options (LEPOs) are typically call options with a strike price set so
that the options are deep in-the-money. They can be used to provide leverage, and can
provide partial downside protection.
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If an exchange listing is required, the low exercise price option can be structured in the
form of a warrant. For example, at expiry the buyer of a warrant can receive a payment
that depends on the price performance of a stock, while the purchase price of the warrant
can take into account the option price, including any dividends expected to be paid by
the stock. The zero strike call warrant is a specific case where the strike on the option is
zero, and so has no volatility risk. Certificates are another way of packaging synthetic
equity products; these are normally listed and often used to wrap zero-strike calls.
Capped LEPOs combine long and short calls with different strikes, for example long
a zero-strike call and short an at-the-money call. These are normally structured in the
form of warrants, but they can also be in certificate form.
Legal, tax and regulatory concerns usually determine the best structure to use in any
particular situation.

Example: Synthetic Equity

Real Application

A fund manager’s benchmark has a weighting in a certain stock of 15%, but the
manager is not allowed to have a weighting in a single stock of more than 10%.
The manager keeps the weighting in the stock at below 10% and invests instead in
a one-year equity-linked note on a basket of close substitute stocks. The note pays
a coupon according to the dividends paid by the substitute stocks and pays the
price performance of the substitute stocks at redemption.
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Derivatives have the potential to both reduce and increase risk. Derivatives unavoidably
involve some of the risks of the underlying instrument itself, but the investor must also
understand the risk characteristics of the specific derivative being used. In this section
we outline some of the risks, and investors should carefully consider these before
implementing any derivatives strategy.
Some risks are common to most derivatives strategies and these include:
• Leverage. Many derivatives can be traded on margin, which means that both gains
and losses can be much larger than the initial capital involved.
• Liquidity. Investors should be aware that liquidity conditions can change over time,
so, for example, there may be difficulty in closing an open derivatives position.
• Transaction costs. Investors evaluating any derivatives strategy should take transaction
costs into account because they can materially affect the profitability of the strategy.
Strategies which involve multiple legs, such as spreads and combinations could incur
multiple transaction costs, eg multiple commission charges for strategies
implemented with listed contracts.
• Mark-to-market risk. The value of derivatives products can fluctuate prior to expiry
and could lead to large margin payments if the position moves against the investor.
In addition, some markets may have maximum daily limits beyond which trading ceases.
If this happens then it may not be possible to execute an order, and could lead to losses
greater than would have been the case otherwise. Foreign exchange rate risk may also
be a factor that investors should consider.
Futures

While there are theoretical relationships between futures and the underlying instrument
it is possible that, under certain conditions, these theoretical relationships may temporarily
break down, and investors could face losses as a result. This is often expressed as the
‘basis risk’; the uncertainty associated with, or the variability of, the difference between
the price of the future and the index level. Note also that futures can be more volatile
than the underlying instrument. Futures are not suitable for all investors.
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Options

Options involve some of the risks described above, including liquidity, leverage and
transaction costs, but they are more complex instruments and the risk considerations
can be similarly complex.
Investors should be aware that volatility, dividend expectations, interest rates and the
passage of time all affect the value of vanilla options, and changes in these factors can
turn seemingly profitable strategies into loss-making ones.
Some options strategies are particularly risky; these include selling uncovered calls and
selling puts, because both can lead to very large losses. Options are not suitable for
all investors.
Buying Options

The risk in a long options position is in losing the entire amount paid for the option.
While this amount is limited, any profits are also reduced by this amount.
Selling Options

Selling options is a risky strategy which can lead to large losses, and potentially large
margin payments, and is therefore not suitable for all investors. Selling uncovered calls
exposes the investor to unlimited losses because there is theoretically no upper limit to
the price of the underlying. Note also that selling options on indices carries additional
risks because the underlying basket of constituent stocks can be more difficult to trade
than a single underlying.
The risk of selling puts is also high, since the levels of stocks and indices can fall
substantially, to zero in the extreme case.
Other Considerations

A key difference between taking a directional position with options as opposed to directly
with the underlying is that an option has an expiry. The investor must therefore be
right about the timing of any price change as well as the direction. In addition, there
is the risk that generally the value of a long option position decreases over time, other
things being equal.
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Most derivative products include elements of the products discussed above, and so share
some of their risk characteristics. However, some products include other elements, for
example fixed-income instruments, and so these may have additional risks, such as
increased interest-rate risk.
Note that derivatives market professionals are constantly creating new types of options,
and new strategies, so it is impossible to discuss risks in a fully comprehensive way, and
investors should evaluate the specific risks of any product or strategy before actual use.

THE RISKS

Other Derivative Products
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APPENDIX

Appendix
Option Trading Strategies

The payoff diagrams in this section illustrate only a selection of the options strategies
that are possible by combining puts and calls with different strikes and expiries. For
each strategy the chart shows the option values at expiry and three months before
expiry, for different values of the underlying. Note that these diagrams do not take into
account the option premium paid or received for implementing the strategy. Frequently
the appropriate strategy in any particular situation is determined by both the investor’s
directional view and their view on volatility. For simplicity, however, we have described
only the directional characteristics of these strategies.
The strategies described below are:
Long Call Spread

Bull Split-Strike Combo

Short Call Spread

Long Butterfly

Long Put Spread

Short Butterfly

Short Put Spread

Long 2-by-1 Call Spread

Long Straddle

Short 2-by-1 Call Spread

Short Straddle

Long 2-by-1 Put Spread

Long Strangle

Short 2-by-1 Put Spread

Short Strangle

Long Condor

Bear Split-Strike Combo

Short Condor
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Long Call Spread

The long call spread strategy is appropriate for an investor who is moderately bullish,
and who wants to limit the risk of a fall.
This is constructed by buying a call at the lower strike and selling a call at the higher
strike. The strategy provides limited upside, but at a cheaper cost than by buying a call,
since the premium received for the sold call reduces the net cost.
Long Call Spread

• The maximum profit at expiry is given
by the difference between the strikes,
minus the net cost.
• The maximum loss is limited to the net cost.

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Short Call Spread

The short call spread is appropriate for an investor who believes that the underlying
is unlikely to rise, and who wants to limit the risk of a large rise.
This is constructed by selling a call at the lower strike and buying a call at the higher strike.
There is limited profit if the underlying falls, and limited loss if the underlying rises.
Short Call Spread

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit at expiry is given
by the net option premium received.
• The maximum loss is limited to the
difference between the strikes minus
the net option premium.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Long Put Spread

The long put spread is appropriate for a moderately bearish investor who wants to limit
the risk of a rise.
This is constructed by buying a put at the higher strike, and selling a put at the lower
strike. The put spread is cheaper than a put but provides only limited gains as the
underlying falls.
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Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is limited to the
difference between the strikes minus
the net cost.
• The maximum loss is limited to the
initial net cost.

APPENDIX

Long Put Spread

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Short Put Spread

The short put spread is appropriate for an investor who believes that the underlying
is unlikely to fall, and who wants to limit the risk of a large fall.
This is constructed by selling a put at the higher strike, and buying a put at the lower strike.
Short Put Spread

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is limited to the
net premium received.
• The maximum loss is limited to the
difference between the strikes minus the
net premium received.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Long Straddle

The long straddle is one of the strategies appropriate for an investor who expects the
underlying to either rise or fall, or to be volatile.
This is constructed by buying both a put and a call at the same strike.
Long Straddle

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is unlimited.
• The maximum loss is limited to the
initial cost.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup
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The short straddle is one of the strategies appropriate for an investor who expects the
underlying to be range-bound or who does not expect the underlying to be volatile.
This is constructed by selling both a put and a call at the same strike.
Short Straddle

• The maximum profit is limited to the
initial premium received.
• The maximum loss is unlimited.

Value

APPENDIX

Short Straddle

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry
Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Long Strangle

The long strangle is one of the strategies appropriate for an investor who expects the
underlying to either rise or fall considerably, or expects the underlying to be volatile.
This is constructed by buying a put and buying a call at a higher strike.
Long Strangle

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup
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• The maximum profit is unlimited.
• The maximum loss is limited to the
initial cost.

The short strangle is one of the strategies appropriate for an investor who expects the
underlying to be range-bound, or who does not expect the underlying to be volatile.
This is constructed by selling a put and selling a call at a higher strike.
Short Strangle

Value

• The maximum profit is limited
to the initial premium received.
• The maximum loss is unlimited.

APPENDIX

Short Strangle

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry
Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Bear Split-Strike Combo

This would be appropriate for a bearish investor, and would be constructed by buying
a put and selling a call at a higher strike.
Where the strike of the call and the put are the same, the strategy is typically called
a ‘combo’.
Bear Split-Strike Combo

Value

Source: Citigroup

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is given by the
lower strike plus any initial option
premium received, or minus any initial
option cost.
• The maximum loss is unlimited

Underlying Price
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Bull Split-Strike Combo

This would be appropriate for a bullish investor. This is constructed by buying a call
and selling a put at a lower strike.
Where the strike of the call and the put are the same, the strategy is typically called
a ‘combo’.
Bull Split-Strike Combo

Value

Source: Citigroup

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is unlimited.
• The maximum loss is given by the lower
strike minus any initial option premium
received, or plus any initial option cost.

Underlying Price

Long Butterfly

The long butterfly is appropriate for an investor who believes that the underlying will
be range-bound, but who seeks to limit the downside if this view is proved wrong.
One way to construct this payoff is to buy a call at a lower strike, sell two calls at an
intermediate strike, and buy a call at a higher strike. The strikes are symmetrical around
the intermediate strike. Another way is to buy a put at the lower strike, sell two puts
at the intermediate strike, and buy a put at the higher strike.

Value

Long Butterfly
3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup
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• The maximum profit at expiry is given
by the difference between the lower
strike and the intermediate strike,
less the initial cost.
• The maximum loss is limited to the
initial cost.

The short butterfly is one of the strategies appropriate for an investor who believes
that the underlying will either rise or fall significantly.
This can be constructed by selling a call at a lower strike, buying two calls at an
intermediate strike, and selling a call at the upper strike. The lower and upper strikes
are symmetrical around the intermediate strike. The strategy can also be constructed
using other combinations of options.

Value

Short Butterfly

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

APPENDIX

Short Butterfly

• The maximum profit is the initial
net option premium received.
• The maximum loss is given by the
difference between the lower and
intermediate strikes minus the initial
net premium received.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Long 2-by-1 Call Spread - “Backspread”

The long 2-by-1 call spread would suit an investor who expects the underlying to rise
significantly, but not to rise by a moderate amount, and does not want exposure to a fall.
This is constructed by selling a call at the lower strike and buying two calls at a
higher strike.
Long 2-by-1 Call Spread “Backspread”

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is unlimited.
• The maximum loss is the difference between
the strikes plus any net option cost, or
minus any net option premium received.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup
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Short 2-by-1 Call Spread

The short 2-by-1 call spread would suit an investor who is moderately bullish,
and believes that the underlying will not rise significantly.
This is constructed by buying a call at the lower strike and selling two calls at
a higher strike.
Short 2-by-1 Call Spread

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is the difference
between the strikes, minus any net
option cost, or plus any net option
premium received.
• The maximum loss is unlimited.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Long 2-by-1 Put Spread - “Backspread”

The long 2-by-1 put spread would suit an investor who expects the underlying to
fall significantly, but not to fall by a moderate amount, and does not want exposure
to a rise.
This is constructed by selling a put at the higher strike and buying two puts at a
lower strike.
Long 2-by-1 Put Spread “Backspread”

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup
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• The maximum profit is given by the
lower strike minus the difference between
the two strikes, plus any net option
premium received, or minus any net
option cost.
• The maximum loss is given by the
difference between the two strikes, minus
any net option cost, or plus any net
option premium received.

The short 2-by-1 put spread would suit an investor who is moderately bearish, but
is certain that the underlying will not fall significantly.
This is constructed by buying a put at the upper strike and selling two puts at the
lower strike.

Short 2-by-1 Put Spread

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

Underlying Price

APPENDIX

Short 2-by-1 Put Spread

• The maximum profit is given by the
difference between the strikes minus any
net option premium received, or plus
any net option cost.
• The maximum loss is given by the lower
strike, minus the difference between the
strikes, minus any net option premium
received, or plus any net option cost.

Source: Citigroup
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Long Condor

The long condor would suit an investor who believes that the underlying will be
range-bound.
This is constructed by buying a call at the lower strike, selling a call at a higher strike,
selling a call at an even higher strike, and buying a call at the highest strike. The
strategy can also be constructed using other combinations of options.
Long Condor

Value

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry

• The maximum profit is given by the
difference between the lower strike and
the next highest strike, minus the net
option cost.
• The maximum loss is the net option cost.

Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup

Short Condor

The short condor is one of the strategies appropriate for an investor who believes that
the underlying will either rise or fall significantly.
This is constructed by selling a call at the lower strike, buying a call at a higher strike,
buying a call at an even higher strike, and selling a call at the highest strike. The strategy
can also be constructed using other combinations of options.

Value

Short Condor

3 Months to Expiry
At Expiry
Underlying Price
Source: Citigroup
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• The maximum profit is the net option
premium received.
• The maximum loss is the difference
between the lower strike and the next
highest strike, minus the net option
premium received.

GLOSSARY

Glossary
A

B

ADR-Style: for a derivative on an
underlying denominated in one currency,
where the derivative is denominated in a
different currency, payments are exchanged
using a floating foreign-exchange rate.
The derivative holder thus has foreignexchange risk as well as exposure to the
underlying.
American Depository Receipt (ADR): a
security issued by a US bank representing
non-US shares held in trust by that bank.
American-Style Option: the option can
be exercised at any time up to expiry.
At-The-Money (ATM): an option where
the spot and strike level are the same.
Asian Option: (also known as Average
option): the option pay-out depends on
some average of the value of underlying.
Either or both the settlement price and
the strike of the option can be averaged.

Barrier Options: these are options which
are activated or terminated when an asset
price reaches a specified level between
inception and expiry.
- Knock-In Call: provides exposure to the
upside in the underlying above
the strike, but only if the underlying
reaches a barrier level; otherwise the
option expires worthless.
- Knock-In Put: provides exposure to the
downside in the underlying below the
strike, but only if the underlying
reaches a barrier level.
- Knock-Out Call: provides exposure to
the upside in the underlying above the
strike, but only if the underlying never
reaches a barrier level; if it does, then
the option expires worthless.
- Knock-Out Put: provides exposure to
the downside in the underlying below
the strike, but only if the underlying
never reaches a barrier level; if it does,
then the option expires worthless.
There are also versions of these options
where the payout depends on a second
underlying reaching a barrier level.
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Basket Option: an option where the
underlying is a basket of indices, stocks etc.
Bear Spread: an option spread strategy
which benefits from a decline in the
underlying. Also known as put spread.
Bermudan-Style Option: can be exercised
on one or more pre-agreed dates prior
to expiry.
Binary-Option: (also digital option), pays
a fixed amount if a specified condition
is met, but nothing otherwise.
Black-Scholes Model: Fischer Black and
Myron Scholes developed the first formula
for figuring out the theoretical value of
European-style call and put options. In this
model the price of the option depends on
the current price of the underlying, the
strike price, the time to expiry, the
interest rate, dividends, and volatility.
Bull Spread: an option spread strategy
which benefits from a rise in the underlying.
Also known as call spread.
Buy-Write: the name given to the strategy
of buying a stock, and at the same time
selling a call option on the stock.

C
Calendar Spread: an option spread
position where the exercise prices are the
same, but the expiries are different. Also
known as Horizontal, or Time Spreads.
Call: an option which gives the holder
the right, but not the obligation, to buy
a security at a specified price within a
specified period of time.
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Chooser Options: the holder decides
whether this is a put or a call option after
a pre-determined period.
Cliquet Option: (also known as ratchet,
strike reset). The option strike price is
reset at predetermined dates, usually
to lock in gains on the underlying.
Closing Transaction: the sale or purchase
of a future or option contract to eliminate
or reduce an existing position.
Collar: a hedging transaction in which a
stock or index position is combined with
a long out-of-the-money put and a short
out-of-the-money call position.
Combination: an option strategy in which
an investor either buys a call and a put,
or sells a call and a put, with different
strikes and/or different expiries.
Compound Options: an option on an
option. E.g. a three-month option to
buy a one-year at-the-money put option.
Contingent Premium Option: the
purchaser only pays for the option if
pre-specified barrier levels are reached.
Contract for Difference: a CFD is an
over-the-counter agreement between two
counterparties to exchange payments based
on the change in price of an underlying
instrument. Actual delivery or ownership
of the underlying instrument is not
involved and CFD investors do not pay
the full value of the underlying instrument,
but post margin instead. Investors can be
either long or short. Investors who are
long pay interest for the funding cost, and
investors who are short receive a rebate.

D
Delta: the change in the value of an
option for a small change in the value
of the underlying.
Delta-Hedging: if you have a position
in an option, to delta-hedge you change
a position in the underlying so that the
overall delta is zero. The option delta
changes with market conditions and time
to expiry, and so the hedge needs to be
adjusted continuously. In this way a
position in an option has less exposure
to directional movements in the underlying,
leaving greater exposure to changes in
implied and realized volatility.
Diagonal Spread: an option spread
strategy in which both the expiry dates and
exercise prices of the options are different.
Digital Option: see Binary Option.
Dispersion Trade: shorting index volatility
and buying constituent stock volatility
against it, or vice versa for the reverse
dispersion trade. Often seen as a way to
gain exposure to stock correlation, but
in fact the exposure is more complex.
Dividend Swap: an OTC transaction
in which the investor takes a view on
the actual dividends to be paid by the
constituents of an index. The investor
pays a fixed amount and receives floating
(actual) dividend payments, or vice versa.
Dynamic Replication: replicating the
pay-out of an option by having a position
in cash, buying or selling the underlying
security, and adjusting the cash and
security proportions continuously by
delta-hedging.

GLOSSARY

Convertible Bonds: a convertible bond
is like a regular corporate bond, in that
the holder is entitled to coupon and
principal payments, but, in addition, the
holder has the option to exchange the
bond for a predetermined number of
common shares. The latter feature gives
the bondholder the right to participate
in the appreciation of the underlying
equity. At maturity a convertible is worth
the greater of its redemption value, and
the market value of the shares into which
the bond can be converted. A plain vanilla
convertible bond can thus be viewed as
a package of a corporate bond plus an
equity call option. A convertible bond is
a hybrid instrument, combining features
of both debt and equity securities. It can
be viewed as a debt-like security which
offers equity upside, and it can also be
viewed as an equity-like security which
offers downside protection through coupon
and principal payments, as well as offering
seniority over ordinary shares.
Corridor Option: the payout depends on
the proportion of time that the underlying
remains within a pre-agreed range.
CPPI: constant proportion portfolio
insurance; a method of providing a level
of capital protection to a portfolio with
an equity component, achieved by
continuously adjusting the proportions
of cash and equities in the portfolio. For
example, if the equity value falls, then
its proportion is reduced so that further
falls are less important for the portfolio,
and if the equity value rises, then its
proportion is increased to benefit from
further rises. (See Dynamic Replication).
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E

F

Equity Swaps: the return on an equity
instrument is exchanged for a stream of
cash payments. They come in total return
and price return versions.

Forward: an agreement to buy or sell an
asset at a certain future time, at a certain
price.
Forward Start Option: the option is
activated at an agreed date in the future,
at an agreed percentage strike, at which
point the actual strike level is set.
Future: a contract to buy or sell a security
at an agreed price on a given date. They
are exchange-traded, have standard terms,
involve daily margining, and a clearing
house is the counterparty to all trades.
Futures Options: see Option on Futures.

European-Style Option: the option can
only be exercised at expiry.
Exchange of Futures for Physicals (EFP):
for example with stock index futures this
is a transaction in which the investor
either sells futures and buys the underlying
constituent stocks, or buys futures and
sells the underlying constituent stocks.
It allows a cash-settled contract to be settled
physically, and allows trading of both
futures and stocks in a single transaction,
avoiding having to trade in two separate
markets.
Exchange Traded Fund (ETF): ETFs
are bought and sold on an exchange in
the same way as ordinary shares. They
are designed to provide the performance
of the underlying index, and the holder
is entitled to dividend payments on a
periodic basis.
Exercise Price: the price at which the
security underlying an option can be
bought or sold. Also known as strike price.
Exotic Option: an option that incorporates
features not found in standard ‘vanilla’
option. Examples are Asian options,
barrier options, binary options, chooser
options, cliquet options, etc.
Expiration: the day on which a derivative
contract terminates.

G
Gamma: how the delta changes for a
small change in the value of the underlying.
If you are delta-hedging the gamma tells
you how much the hedge will need to be
adjusted.
Greeks: a set of sensitivities of option prices
(or other variables) to various parameters.
See delta, gamma, theta, vega, rho.

H
Hedging: a strategy which seeks to
reduce the risk of a security or portfolio
of securities.
Horizontal Spread: see Calendar Spread.

I
In-The-Money (ITM): an in-the-money
option is one that leads to a positive cashflow to the holder if it were exercised
immediately. For a call the spot price of
the underlying would be higher than the
strike price. For a put the spot would be
lower than the strike price.

J
Jelly Roll: an options spread strategy
which combines a long synthetic position
in the underlying with a short synthetic
position to a different expiry date.

K
Kappa: see Vega.
Knock-In: see Barrier Options
Knock-Out: see Barrier Options

L
Ladder Option: the payout increases
and is locked-in as the underlying trades
through specified barrier levels.
Lookback: gives the holder the right to
exercise at the most favourable rate or
price reached by the underlying over the
life of the option. The strike can also be set
by looking-back over the life of the option.

Low Exercise Price Option (LEPO): a
call with a strike price set deep in-themoney. Designed to allow participation
in the performance of the underlying
where there are obstacles to buying the
underlying directly.

GLOSSARY

Implied Volatility: the volatility of an
asset as derived from option prices. Since
the option must have an observable price,
these are usually options which trade on
an exchange.
Intrinsic Value: for an option the
maximum of zero and the value it would
have if it were exercised immediately. The
total value of an option can be thought
of as the sum of its intrinsic value and its
time value. For a vanilla call option this
is the spot price minus the strike price,
subject to a minimum of zero. For a
vanilla put option this is the strike price
minus the spot price, subject to a
minimum of zero.

M
Multiplier: the factor used to determine
the size of a derivatives contract. For
example, the multiplier on the FTSE100 index option traded on Liffe is £10
per index point.

N
Naked Option: an option that is bought
or sold without an accompanying position
in the underlying.

O
Opening Transaction: the purchase or
sale of a derivative security to establish
or increase a position.
Option on Futures: futures options are
options where the underlying is a futures
contract. For example, a call futures option
gives the holder the right, but not the
obligation, to acquire a long position in
the underlying futures contract plus an
amount of cash equal to the futures price
at the time of exercise minus the exercise
price. Futures options are common where
delivery of futures contracts is cheaper or
more convenient than delivery of the asset
underlying the future, for example, with
commodities.
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OTC: over-the-counter; a widely-used
term to describe a contractual agreement
between two counterparties for a
derivatives transaction which is not
traded on an exchange. The agreement is
typically governed by ISDA
(International Swaps and Derivatives
Association, Inc.) legal definitions.
Out-of-the-Money (OTM): an option
which would lead to a negative cash-flow
if it were exercised immediately. For a call,
the spot price of the underlying would be
lower than the strike price. For a put the
spot would be higher than the strike price.
Outperformance Option: a call on the
outperformance of one instrument over
another. The correlation between the two
assets is one of the key factors determining
the price of an outperformance option.

P
Passport Option (also known as perfect
trader option). over the life of the option
the holder can enter into a fixed number
of long, short or neutral trades in the
underlying up to a fixed notional amount,
and at expiry the payoff is calculated as
the return from these trades, with the
payoff subject to a minimum of zero.
Path-Dependent Option: an option
with a pay-out which depends on price
of the underlying over the life of the
option (see Asian option, barrier option,
cliquet, lookback).
Pay-later Option: a class of option where
the premium is not paid when the
option is purchased, eg deferred premium
option, contingent premium option.
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Price Spread: an option spread strategy
in which the exercise prices are different,
but the expiries are the same.
Also known as vertical spread.
Principal-Protected Product: a kind of
structured product which provides
exposure to an asset while protecting the
initial principal. Commonly constructed
as long a zero-coupon bond and long a
call option.
Put: an option which gives the holder
the right, but not the obligation, to sell
a security at a specified price within a
specified time period.

Q
Quanto-Style: for a derivative on an
underlying denominated in one currency,
where the derivative is denominated in a
different currency, the FX rate is fixed at the
start. This reduces the FX risk in a trade.

R
Rainbow: any option with a payout which
depends on the performance of more than
one asset. This term is often used as a term
for options where the payout depends on
the worst or best performer of several assets.
Realized Volatility (also known as
Historical Volatility): the variability of
the price of an asset in the past, using
actual historical prices. Usually measured
as the annualized standard deviation of
daily returns over a specified period.

S
Skew (also known as volatility skew):
usually refers to the difference in implied
volatility for options with the same expiry
but with different strikes. See Volatility
Surface.
Stock Index Arbitrage (also known as
cash & carry): buying or selling index
futures and hedging with the underlying
stocks.
Straddle: an option strategy in which
the investor buys a put and a call with
the same expiry and exercise price, on
the same underlying.
Structured Products: these are products
which combine several elements to create
a single product, usually by combining a
debt instrument with an option.
Swap: See equity Swap.

Synthetic Convertible Bonds: a synthetic
convertible is a combination of bonds and
equity options that resembles a convertible
bond. More generally a synthetic convertible
combines separate securities that together
have the main features of a convertible
bond, which typically would involve fixedincome securities and securities which
offer the right to acquire equity securities.
The fixed-income element can include
securities such as bonds, preferred stocks,
or money-market instruments, while the
equity element can include warrants or
equity options. Less commonly the term
synthetic convertible is used to refer to an
equity-linked note issued by an entity other
than the issuer of the underlying equity.
Synthetic Position: a long position
created by buying a call and selling a put,
or a short position created by selling a
call and buying a put. Exercise prices and
expiries are the same for both positions.

GLOSSARY

Reverse Convertible: a structure which
pays a coupon, but puts capital at risk.
Commonly constructed as long a bond,
and short a put. Premium from selling the
put increases the coupon. If it is physically
settled, and the underlying falls then the
investor takes delivery of the underlying
(hence the term reverse convertible).
Rho: the change in value of the option for
a change in the value of the interest rate.
Risk Reversal: this commonly refers to a
long put plus short call position, where
the strikes may or may not be equal, and
can also refer to a short put plus long
call position.

T
Term-Structure: usually refers to the
term structure of volatility; the different
implied volatilities for different expiries
for a given strike. See Volatility Surface.
Theta: the change in the price of an
option for a one-day decrease in the
time to expiration. Positive gamma is
usually associated with negative theta,
and vice versa.
Time Decay: the loss in value of a long
option position as the time to expiration
decreases, other things being equal.
Time Value: a proportion of the value of
an option is due to the fact that it has
some time remaining to expiry; the value
of an option in excess of its intrinsic value.
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U
Uncovered: a short option position where
the investor does not have another position
which would meet the obligation of the
option contract.

V
Vega: the change in the value of an option
for a change in volatility.
Vanilla Option: a standard put or call
option that does not incorporate any
special features. It can be described by
specifying the underlying security and its
price, the option style (American or
European), whether it is a put or call,
the exercise price, and the maturity.
Variance: a measure of the variability
of the price of an instrument. Usually
measured as the annualized variance of
daily returns. Variance is the volatility
squared. see Volatility, Historical Volatility
and Implied Volatility.
Variance Swap: see Volatility Swap.
Vertical Spread: see Price Spread.
Volatility: a measure of the variability of
the price of an instrument, commonly
defined as the annualized standard
deviation of daily returns. Volatility is the
square-root of the variance. see Historical
Volatility and Implied Volatility.
Volatility Surface: options on the same
underlying but for different strikes and
expiries usually trade at different volatilities,
so a 3D plot of the volatilities with expiries
on one axis and strikes on another will
look like a curved surface. See Volatility
Skew, Term Structure.
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Volatility Swap: an OTC transaction in
which an investor takes a view on the
realized volatility of some instrument,
usually an index, over a specified time
period. Conceptually at expiry the investor
pays a fixed amount and receives an
amount which depends on the actual
realized volatility, or vice versa. A variance
swap is similar, but here the variable
payment depends on the realized variance.

W
Warrant: put and call warrants are
options which are issued by a company or
a financial institution and usually traded on
an exchange. Strikes and expiries are not
restricted to those of regular exchange-listed
options, and expiries are typically longer.
The underlyings can be equities, indices,
debt, currencies and commodities.

X, Y, Z
Zero-Coupon Bond: a bond which is
sold at a discount to face value and which
makes no periodic interest payments.
Zero-Strike Call Option: see Low
Exercise Price Option (LEPO).
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